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The purpose of this paper is to show that Bernoulli shifts with the 
same entropy are isomorphic. 
A Bernoulli shift can be described as follows: Let S be a set with a 
finite number of points, where the i-th point is assigned measure pi and 
Zpi = 1. Let X be the product of a doubly infinite sequence of copies 
of S, and put the product measure on X. Let (..., x-i , x0 , xi ,... } be a 
point in X. Define T{xi} = {yi) where yi+l = xi (that is, T shifts every 
sequence). 
A Bernoulli shift is the simplest example of an ergodic (the only 
invariant sets have measure 0 or l), invertible, measure-preserving 
transformation in the following sense: any ergodic, invertible, measure- 
preserving transformation can be represented (except, of course, for sets 
of measure 0) in the above form if, instead of putting the product 
measure on X, we put some other measure invariant under T. 
We will say that Tl acting on X1 is isomorphic to T, acting on X, if 
there are subsets X1’ C Xi and X,’ C X, of measure 1 and invariant 
under Tl and T2, respectively, and if there is an invertible, measure- 
preserving transformation T mapping Xi’ onto X,’ such that if x is in 
X1’, then TT,(x) = T,T(x). 
There is another formulation of the problem which I believe brings 
out, more clearly, the nature of the problem. We will say that an invertible 
measure-preserving transformation T on the unit interval (or a Lebesgue 
space) is a Bernoulli shift if there is a partition P of X consisting of a 
finite or countable number of sets Pi such that: 
(1) TiP are independent (that is, m(n?, TiPfci,) = n", m(Pfci,) 
where m denotes the measure of a set); 
(2) the TiP generate the full u-algebra of X (that is, if E is a measurable 
set, then for each E we can find an n and a set i? in the algebra generated 
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by FP, --n ,< i < n such that the measure of the symmetric difference 
between E and l?! is less than 6). 
T is isomorphic to a Bernoulli shift in our previous sense. (Further- 
more, the sets Pi would correspond the set of all points whose 0-th 
coordinate is the i-th point in S.) 
Let T be a transformation on X and P a partition such that TiP are 
independent and generate. Let T be a transformation on X and P a 
partition such that TiP are independent and generate. The question 
of whether T and T are isomorphic comes to the following: Can we find 
a partition P of X such that the i-th set in P has the same measure as 
the i-th set in P and Tip are independent and generate the full u-algebra 
of 1. 
Halmos, in his Lectures on Ergodic Theory, pointed out that it was 
now known if the 2 shift (P has 2 sets, each of measure 4) is isomorphic 
to the 3 shift (P has 3 sets, each of measure %). One felt that there was 
an important gap in our understanding of measure-preserving trans- 
formations if we couldn’t decide if the two simplest examples were the 
same or not. 
In 1958, Kolmogorov made one of the most important advances 
in ergodic theory by introducing a new invariant, called entropy. 
If T is a Bernoulli shift whose independent generator P has sets Pi 
of measure pi, then the entropy of T is -~pi log pi. Since 
+logB+ +log*# Qlogg+ +logQ+ Qlog+, the 2 shift is not 
isomorphic to the 3 shift. 
There are still quite a lot of Bernoulli shifts with the same entropy 
and the question remained: Which of these are isomorphic? Was it 
possible that two Bernoulli shifts were isomorphic only if they were 
identical (that is, the pi were simply a rearrangement of the pi) ? Mesalkin, 
Blum and Hansen ruled out this possibility by showing that if T and T 
had the same entropy, and if all of the pi and pi were powers of a 
single rational number, then T and T were isomorphic. 
Sinai made substantial progress toward classifying Bernoulli shifts 
by proving the following theorem: Let T be a Bernoulli shift on X with 
a partition P, the measure of whose i-th set is pi , and the TiP are 
independent and generate. Let T be a Bernoulli shift on X with a 
partition P, the measure of whose i-th set is pi , and the Tip are inde- 
pendent and generate. Assume that zpi log pi = ~~i log pi (that is, 
T and T have the same entropy). Then we can find a partition p of X, 
the measure of whose i-th set is Pi and the Tip are independent. The 
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Tip do not necessarily generate. If they did, this would have shown 
that T and T are isomorphic. 
Classifying the Bernoulli shifts give information about them which, 
at first glance, one would not expect to get. For example, it was not 
previously known if the 2 shift had a square root. We can now show it 
has a square root as follows: Let T be a Bernoulli shift whose entropy 
is 8 the entropy of the 2 shift. It is easy to see that T2 will be a Bernoulli 
shift with the same entropy as the 2 shift. Therefore, the 2 shift has a 
square root. Similarly, Bernoulli shifts have roots of all orders and 
have lots of automorphisms that commute with them. 
We wish to thank Nathanial Friedman for the many improvements in 
this paper, which he suggested. 
DEFINITIONS. We will start with a number of definitions which we 
believe necessary to avoid overly complicated and unreadable formulas. 
All our transformations will be one-to-one invertible measure pre- 
serving. By X we will mean a nonatomic measure space (X, 9, m), 
m(X) < 00. 
An ordered partition P = {P1 a** P”} of X will be a partition of X 
whose sets are P1 -0. Pk together with a fixed ordering of these sets. 
When we speak of a partition, we will always mean an ordered partition. 
The distribution of P or dist P will mean the sequence of numbers, 
m(P’)/m(X) *** m(Pyn(X). 
If Q is a partition of Y (with the same number of sets k as P), then 
1 dist P - dist Q 1 will mean 
m(Pi) 
il I m(x) - +$f I a 
(This definition makes sense even if P and Q do not have the same 
number of elements if we let Pi, j > k be the empty set, but we will not 
use this.) 
If P and Q are partitions of X with the same number, K, of elements, 
then 1 P - Q j will mean 
where m 1 Pi - Q 1 denotes the measure of the symmetric difference of 
the sets Pi and Qi. 
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By an abstract partition, I, we will mean a finite sequence of numbers 
>0 whose sum is 1. (Then I and dist I are the same thing.) 
Let P and Q be partitions of X. P contains Q within E, or P3Q, 
will mean that there is a partition Pi of X such that the elements of Pl 
are in the algebra of sets generated by P and 1 P, - Q 1 < E. We will 
say P contains Q, P 3 Q if Q is in the algebra of sets generated by P. 
If P = (PI,..., Pk} and Q = {Ql,..., Q”} are partitions of X, P v Q will 
denote the ordered partition whose elements are the sets Pi n Qj, with 
a canonical ordering (obtained by lexicographical ordering of the pairs 
(i, j) of integers). Similarly, Vr TiP denotes an ordered partion. (T 
denotes a transformation on X.) Thus, if P and P’ are (ordered) parti- 
tions with the same number of sets, there is a canonical correspondence JZ%’ 
between the atoms of Vi TiP and Vt Tip’. VTm TiP will denote the 
smallest u-algebra containing all the sets TiPz. If dist P = dist P’ and 
TiP and Tip’ are independent (see the Definition in the third paragraph 
below), then ~2’ extends to a correspondence (which we will still call M) 
between sets (modulo sets of measure 0) in Vzm TiP and sets (modulo 
sets of measure 0) in VTm Tip’ that commutes with T, is measure 
preserving, and preserves compliments and countable unions. 
By the distribution of a sequence fi of integers, 1 < i < n, 1 < fi < k 
we wil1 mean the distribution of the partition P = (Pl,..., P*> of the set 
of integers between 1 and n where Pk is the set of i such that fi = k. 
Let T be a transformation on X and P = {Pl,..., Pk} a partition of X. 
By the P-n-name of a point x E X, we mean the sequence of integers 
f(i), i = 0 e** n - 1 such that Tix E Pfci). If F is a set, all of whose 
points have the same P-n-name, then we will talk of the P-n-name of 
the set F. 
We will say that the sequence of partition Pi = {Pil,..., Pik}, 
-CO < i < 00 of X are independent if for any (finite) collection of Pi’, 
no two of which have the same subscript, the measure of their inter- 
section is equal to the product of their measures. 
We will say that the sequence of partitions Pi = {Pil,..., Pi”}, 
1 < i < CO of X are E-independent if for each j we can find a collection 
of atoms in Vim1 Pi such that the measure of their union is > (1 - l ) m(X) 
and if A is any atom in this collection, then [ dist P n A - dist Pi j < E 
(Pi n A means the partition of A induced by P). (If Pi is c-independent 
for l = 0, then Pi is independent.) 
The next definition will only be used in the proof of Lemma 6. 
A gadget, G, will consist of 2n + 1 spaces Xi , -n < i < tt, a trans- 
formation T that maps Xi , 1 - 1 and onto X,+r (T is not defined on 
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X, and T-l is not defined on X-,), and a sequence of partitions 
Pi = {P,‘,..., Pi”} of Xi , --n < i < n. 
If G’ is the gadget formed by X,‘, T’ and Pi’ = {Pil,..., Plk), 
-n < i < n, then G’ and G are isomorphic if and only if the partition 
VT, Tei Pi of X0 has th e same distribution as the partition V”,( T’)pi Pi’ 
of X0’. 
If P = {PI,..., P”> is a partition of X, then E(P) will denote the 
entropy of P. E(P) = --Ct=, (m(Pi)/m(X)) log, (m(P&m(X)). E(P, T) 
will denote the entropy of P relative to T. 
SECTION 1 
LEMMA 1. Let I be an abstract partition with k elements. Let T be a 
transformation on X such that E(T) = E(I). Given E > 0 we can find 
g(e) > 0 and h(E) > 0 such that if P is an ordered partition of X with k 
elements satisfying: 
(1) 1 distP- distI1 <g(e), 
(2) E(I) - W’, T) < h(E), 
then Tip, is an E-independent sequence of partitions (i = 1, 2,...). 
Proof. (I) Denote the atoms in VI’, TiP by B, *a* B, . Let P r\ Bi 
denote the partition of Bi induced by P. Then: 
(a) E( VT, Tip) - E( VI: T(P) = &, m(B,) E(P n Bi) = yn . 
(2) Since yn is decreasing and lim,,, yn. = E(P, T), it is enough to 
show that there are g(e) > 0 and h(E) > 0 such that if 
(a) 1 dist P n Bi - dist P / > E for a collection of Bi , the measure 
of whose union is >E, and if 
(b) 1 dist P - dist I 1 < g(e), then 
Cc) Yn < w - h(E). 
(3) If 2(a) holds, then we can find a set S (S will be the union of 
some of the Bi) and an element Pj in P such that 
(a) 1 m(Pj n S) - m(Pj) m(S)1 > (1/2k) e2. 
(To see (3), 2(a) implies cf=, m(Bi) j dist P n Bi - dist P [ > e2. 
Hence, for somej, J&i I m(Pi n Bi) - m(Pj) m(B,)I > c2 * l/k. Hence, 
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there is a subset C of the integers between 1 and I such that 
ZiEC m(P n B{) - m(P) m(&) > 8 E2 (l/k).) 
(4) Let 7, = m(S) E(P n S) + m(X - S) E(P n [X - S]) = 
E(P V S) - E(S) h w ere 3 is the partition consisting of S and X - S. 
It is easy to see that (a) yn < 7, . 
(5) Let 5, = E(P) - jJm . 5, is a continuous function of 2K + 1 
variables, namely dist(P n S), dist(P n [X - S]) and m(S). 5, > 0 
and we get equality if and only if (a) dist(P n S) = dist(P n [X - S]) 
or m(S) = 0 or m(X - S) = 0. Since 3(a) and 5(a) never hold together 
5, > 0 on the set where 3(a) holds. Since the set where 3(a) holds is 
closed (and bounded) there is an h(c) > 0 such that f, > ~/Z(E) on this 
set. This, together with 3(a) and 4(a), shows that if 2(a) holds, then 
yn < E(P) - ~/Z(E). If g(c) is small enough, then 2(b) implies 
1 E(P) - E(I)1 < /Z(E) and hence yn < E(I) - h(c). 
We will need a variant of a simple and well-known combinatorial fact 
often called the marriage problem. We might call this variant the harem 
problem. It is not new, see [3], but we include a proof for the sake of 
completeness. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose we have a set of n boys and a set of >kn girls and 
that for any set of r boys 1 < Y < n there are kr girls who know at least 
one boy in that set. Then it is possible to assign to each boy k girls whom he 
knows without assigning any girl to more than one boy. 
Proof. We will assume Lemma 2 is true if there are less than n boys. 
Suppose there is a set S of r1 boys 1 < r1 < n so that between them 
they know exactly krl girls. Call the set of these krl girls s. It is easy to 
see that for any set of r boys in the complement of S there are kr girls 
that they know between them in the complement of 3. We can therefore 
(by our induction hypothesis) pair off S and s and the complement of 
3 and the complement of S separately. 
If there are >kn girls, either we can throw one girl away without 
spoiling our hypothesis or we have r boys, r < n, who know exactly kr 
girls and we are finished. We can therefore keep throwing away girls 
until we have exactly kn girls (or our lemma is proved). 
Now suppose that there are exactly kn girls, and for any set of r boys 
they know more than kr girls, and that one girl knows more than one 
boy. If we now change the situation by declaring that this girl does not 
know one of the boys she previously knew, our hypotheses are still 
satisfied. We can continue this process until we either have a set of r boys 
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that know exactly Kr girls, in which case we are finished, or every girl 
knows exactly one boy. However, it is easy to see that in this case we are 
also finished. 
LEMMA 3. Let I’ be an abstract partition and let Pi = (P,’ .*. Pi”), 
1 < i < n be a sequence of partitions of X such that Pi are E-independent 
and 1 dist Pi - dist I’ 1 < E for 1 ,< i < n. Then we can jind a sequence 
of partitions of X, Pi = {P(l *a* Pi”}, I < i < n such that: (1) Pi are 
independent, (2) 1 dist Pi - dist I’ 1 = 0, and (3) / I - Pi 1 < 3~. 
Proof. (1) Since X is nonatomic, it is enough to produce two 
sequences of partitions ‘Pi and ‘Pi , 1 < i < n of some measure 
space such that (a) the ‘Pi have the same joint distributions as 
the Pi (i.e., dist Vy ‘Pi = dist V,” Pi); (b) the ‘I are independent; 
(c) dist ‘Pi = dist I’; (d) / ‘Pi - ‘Pi / < 3~. 
(2) We will now use induction to prove (1). If n = 1, then (1) is fairly 
obvious. Now assume that we have already picked ‘Pi and ‘Pi for 
1 < i < n - 1. Pick ‘P, and ‘P, as follows: Let ‘A be an atom in 
Vy-’ (‘P, v ‘P,). Let ‘B be the atom of Vy-’ ‘Pi that contains ‘A. Let B 
be the atom of VT-’ Pi corresponding to ‘B. Choose ‘P, so that 
dist(‘P, I? ‘A) = dist(P, n B). (‘Pi , 1 < i < n now satisfies l(a).) 
Choose ‘P, so that dist(‘Pn n ‘A) = dist I’ (‘Pi , 1 < i < n now satisfy 
l(b) and l(c)). B ecause the Pi are E-independent, there is a collection, 
C, of atoms of VF-’ Pi, such that m( uscc B) < cm(X) and if B $ C, 
then / dist(Pn n B) - dist P, 1 < E and hence (using our other 
hypothesis), 1 dist(P, n B) - dist I’ / < 2~. Thus if B $ C we could 
have chosen ‘P, so that I(‘is, n ‘A) - (‘P,. n ‘A)j < 2~. (This gives 
l(d)*) 
LEMMA 4. Let T be a mixing transformation on X. Let I be an abstract 
partition with k elements such that E(I) = E(T). Let P be a partition of X 
with k elements satisfying: 
(1) 1 dist P - dist I ) < minimum of g(G/lO) and c2/10. 
(2) E(T) - E(P, T) < h(e2/10). [h(E) andg(E) are defined in Lemma 1.1 
(3) E(T) - E(P, T) > 0. 
Then given E’ > 0 we can$nd a partition p of X (with k elements) such that 
(1) /distP-distII <E’. 
(2) E(P, T) > E(T) - 6’. 
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(3) 1 P - P j < 6~. 
(4) E(T) > -qR T) or dist I’ = dist I (and therefore Tip are inde- 
pendent). 
Proof.1 Because of Lemma 1 we can restate our hypothesis as follows: 
(a) TiP form an G/IO-independent sequence of partitions. 
(b) j dist P - dist I 1 < G/10. 
(c) E(T) - E(P, T) = (Y > 0. 
(1) Pick a partition Q such that Q is a refinement of P and 
E(T) - E(Q, T) = /3 > 0 and /3 < (l/10) E’. 
(2) Pick E” < E’ such that if Q’ is a partition with the same number 
of atoms as Q and 1 Q’ - Q 1 < E”, then E(Q’, T) > I?(T) - (2/10) E’. 
(3) We will now choose n. First, let m’ be the measure on sequences 
of atoms of I, of length n, that assigns to each sequence the product 
of the measure of the atoms appearing in I. If n is large enough, then 
(by the law of large numbers) there is a set R of sequences such that 
m’(R) > 1 - & E” and if s is in R, then: 
(a) 1 dist s - dist I 1 < & E’. 
(b) m’(s) is between &[E(l)*o/lOOjn. 
If n is large enough, then the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem says 
that there is a collection 9 of atoms of Vi-’ TeiP, such that if we let @ 
denote the union of the atoms in 8, (@ C X, then m(4) > 1 - c”/lOO 
and 
(c) the measure of any atom in B is between &[E(P,T)*~/lOOln. 
If n is large enough, there is a collection 9 of atoms of Vz-’ TiQ 
such that if we let $ denote the union of the atoms in 9, then 
m(a) > 1 - &‘/lo0 and 
(d) the measure of any atom in 9 is between @E(Q,T)*B/lOOln. 
If n is large enough, then 
(e) -(l/n log l/n + (1 - l/n) log(1 - l/n)] < &E’. 
(f) &i+ > 1. 
(4) By a theorem of Rochlin we can pick a set F’ in X such that TiF’, 
i= 1 *** n are disjoint and m(X) - m( (J: TiF’) < he”. 
1 Assume m(X) = 1. 
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(5) Now pick K so that if we let F = TKF', then 
(a) m(@ n F) > (1 - 2&‘/100) m(F), and if A is an atom in g, then 
m(A n F) is between m(F) $E(P,T)*2B/1001n, 
(b) m($ n F) > (1 - 2~“/100) m(F), and if A is an atom in Z?, then 
m(A n F) is between m(F) ~[E(Q~T)*2E~1001n, 
(c) 1 dist(P n TiF) - dist I 1 < ~“/9, 0 < i < n - 1. 
(d) The sequence of partitions of F, Tei(P n TiF) = T-'P n F, 
i = O,..., n - 1 are c2/9 independent. 
(6) Applying Lemma 3, we can partition TiF by Pi, (i = 0 **. n - 1) 
so that 
(a) T-iPi, i = 0 -a. 71 - 1 form an independent sequence of parti- 
tions of F, 
(b) dist Pi = dust I, 
(c) i(P n TiF)- Pi 1 < E2j3. 
Let P be the (ordered) partition of (Jz-’ TiF such that P n TiF = pi . 
(7) Let rg = the union of the atoms of (Vt-’ TiP) n F whose 
measure is between m(F) $ ’ E(P,r)*z~/lOOln. 
atoms of V,“-’ 
Let rg = the union of the 
(T-iP)nF h w ose measure is between m(F) ~[e(~)*2~~1001n. 
Let &?‘I = the collection of atoms of ( Vz-’ Tip) n F whose P - n - name 
has a distribution that differs from the distribution of I by less than &E’. 
(a) v.$g)) > (1 - 2~“/100) m(F) by 5(a), 
(b) m(,g) > (1 - 2~“/100) m(F) by 3(b), and 
(c) m(,S’) > (1 - 2~“/100) m(F) by 3(a). 
Let Y be the collection of those atoms A of &F such that more than 
half of A is covered by atoms B, in r.g n #’ such that the P-n-name 
of B differs from the P-n-name of A in less than l n places. 
(d) The set of points in F whose P-n-name differs from its P-n-name 
in more than GZ places has measure <(c/3) m(F) by 6(c). 
(4 (b), (4 and (4 imply that the measure of the union of atoms in Sp 
is greater than (1 - C) m(F). 
(8) Each atom A in Y intersects j atoms, B, .** B, of @ n +F’ where 
(4 j > 2b 1 ~[~cP,~,+26/100]n/~[E(I~-2~/100]~) > 2[Ecr,-EcP,T,-5s/loo]~. 
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(b) The p--n-name of Bi , 1 < i < j differs from the P-n-name of A 
in less than ~n places. 
S(a) and 8(b) follow from 7(a), 7(b), 3(f), and the definition of 9. 
We also have that if A is the union of r atoms of Sp, then A intersects 
B, .a. B, where j satisfies (a), and Bi , 1 < i < rj satisfies (b’); the 
P-n-name of Bi , 1 < i < rj differs from the P-n-name of one of the 
atoms in A in less than en places. 
(9) Applying Lemma 2, we can assign to each atom A of 
Y  > 2[E’r)-E’P,T)-5s/lOOln atoms Bi of +?a n +?’ so that: 
(a) no atom of 9 n +P is assigned to more than one atom of Y. 
(b) If we assign Bi to A, then the P-n-name of B and the P-n-name 
of A differ in less than en places. 
(10) We will now change the assignment in (9) as follows: For each A 
in 9, take 9 of the B’s assigned to it in (9) and keep these assigned to A. 
To each atom A in FY, A p Y, we can assign 2[E~i~-E~P~~~-10~~1001n left 
over B’s. (The calculation here is quite simple. The number of B’s 
assigned to each A in (9) is >2[E’r)--E(P,T)-5B/1OOln. The number of A’s 
to which these were assigned is > (1 - 2~) 2[E(P,T)-2~/1001n. The number 
of A’s to which we must assign the left over B’s is (by the definition of 
F9q <2[ E’P,T)+26/100]n -1 
(11) Let $?’ be those atoms in (Vi-’ T-Q n F that have measure 
between m(F) $E(Q,T)+28/100ln and lie in an atom of $Y. Each atom A in &Y 
(whose measure is between m(F) Q[E(P,TJ*2B/1001n) contains less than 
2[E(Q, T)-HP, T)+4L3/100]~ atoms of F2’. 
(12) Because E(Q, T) - E(P, T) + h/S < E(I) - E(P, T) - &+3 
we have assigned more B’s to each A in +?Y than there are atoms in $?’ 
that lie in A. Therefore, if C is an atom in $?I, then we can assign to 
it an atom B in FP n 3 such that: 
(a) different C’s are assigned different B’s. 
(b) If C lies in an atom in ,4”, then the P-n-name of C and the P-n- 
name of B differ in less than GZ places. 
(13) We will now define P on X1 = lJ,,,,,_UTL,r T’C as follows: We 
will let TiC be in pk if and only if TjB is in Pk where B is the element 
of FP n #I assigned to C. 
Define P on X - X, in any way so that dist P n (X - X,) = dist I. 
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(14) It follows immediately from (12)(a) and (13) that( V”,F(PvF))n 
X, 1 Q n X, (F is the partition consisting of F and the complement of F). 
m(X - X1) < &E” by 5(a) and 5(b). Therefore, (V”_, Ti(P v F)) 3z/10r” Q. 
Because of (2), E(p v F, T) > E(T) - &E’. E(F) < be’ because of 3(e), 
and hence E(P, 2’) > E(T) - $$. This gives conclusion (2) of 
Lemma 4. 
(15) Conclusion (1) of Lemma 4 follows because we assigned to each 
C C $!’ a B whose P name had a distribution that differed from the 
distribution of I by <E’. 
(16) We get conclusion (3) of Lemma 4 as follows: Let 8-JF C $?’ 
be the collection of atoms that lie in an atom of Sp. If C E $“, 
then the B we assigned to it has a P-n-name that differs from 
the P-n-name of C in less than EH places [by 9(b)]. Therefore, 
1 p n (UCEF3)I) lJ:-’ Tic) - P n (UC+,, u:-’ Tic)] < E. We now note 
that rn(UzU1 TiF - lJCEFI. U1-l Tic) < 2~ by 7(e), 5(a), and 5(b). Also, 
m(X - (J;-’ T’F) < &# < E by (4). 
(17) We get conclusion (4) as follows: If E(p, T) = E(T) and 
dist P # dist I, then we can vary P, getting p[, 0 < t < 1 so that 
dist Po=dist P, dist P,=dist I, and 1 P - p’t 1 < 66, / dist P, - dist I 1 < c’, 
0 < t < 1. If E(p’, , T) = E(T), then we are finished. If not, we 
can find a t such that E(p, , T) < E(T), E(I’, , T) > E(T) - E’, 
dist 1 P, - dist I / < E’, and 1 P - P, I < 6~. 
The following lemma is a corollary to Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 5. Let I be an abstract partition. Let T be a mixing trans- 
formation on X such that E(T) = E(I). Given E we can find a 6 such 
that if P is a partition of X satisfying (1) 1 dist P - dist I / < 6; 
(2) 0 < E(T) - E(P, T) < 6, then there is a partition P of X such that 
(1) dist p = dist I, (2) the Tip are independent, and (3) ( P - P 1 < E. 
Proof. Lemma 4 says that if 6 < min[h(&e2/ 122), g(&e”/ 1 22), &c2/ 1 22], 
then, given any a1 , we can find a Pl such that 1 Pl - P 1 < & and Pi 
satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 6 with 6, instead of 6. Repeated 
application of Lemma 4 will give us a sequence Pi of partition such 
that Cy 1 Pi - Pi+l 1 < E, dist Pi --t dist I and E(P, , T) + E(T). This 
gives Lemma 5. 
Remark. Lemma 4 gives us Sinai’s theorem for mixing transforma- 
tions, i.e.: Let I be an abstract partition. Let T be a mixing trans- 
formation on X such that E(I) < E(T). Then there is a partition P of X 
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such that dist P = dist I and TiP are independent. This simply follows 
from repeated applications of Lemma 4. All that we have to note is that 
for the first application we can take E so large that the hypotheses (1) 
and (2) [and conclusion (3)] are vacuous. 
It might be instructive to see what the proof of Lemma 4 comes down 
to in this case. 
We pick a partition Q whose entropy relative to T is almost, but not 
quite, equal to E(T). We then get an n and F such that TiF, i = l,..., n 
are disjoint and almost fill up X and, further, if we ignore a small 
(percentage-wise) part, A, of F, then (V,” T-$Q) n F contains about 
2E(Q~T)n sets. Since there are more sequences of length n whose distri- 
bution is close to dist I, we can assign one such sequence to each of 
the sets (Vz T-iQ) n (F - A). If B is an atom of (Vt T-iQ) n (F - A) 
and j is an integer, 1 < i < n, then the above assignment tells us which 
Pi, TTB should belong to. Thus lJ”, Tip 1~ Q and dist P is close to 
dist I. 
It might also be worth mentioning that with a little extra work we 
could remove the restriction that T be mixing. 
SECTION 2 
LEMMA 6. Let T be a mixing transformation on X. Let P, Q, and P be 
ordered partitions of X and assume that P and P have the same number of 
elements and (1) Vfi, TiP l)e Q; (2) V”_k, TiP 3~’ Q; (3) P C Vza TiQ; 
(4) IP-PI <y. Th en, given /3, we can find an ordered partition P 
of X such that (a) P C V_“, TiQ; (b) P and P have the same number of 
sets and 1 dist p - dist P 1 < p; (c) E(P) < E(P); (d) Vfh, Tip 126’ Q; 
(e) V!, Tip I)r6 Q and each element in Q is approximated by corresponding 
sets in (Jr, Tip and V”, Tip. [More speciJically, (e) says the following: Let 
Q = (Q1 ,..., Qi). There are partitions, L = (LI ,..., U> and L = {El ,..., Ej>, 
suchthatZiC VfKTiP’,i= l,..., j,LiC VK,TiP, i= I,..., j.JL-QI <E, 
1 L - Q 1 < 2~ and Li corresponds to Li. (P and P are ordered and have 
the same numbered sets and we therefore have a canonical correspondence, 
A, between sets in VEK TiP and sets in VFK Tip (see definitions).] 
(f) 1 P - P / < 2r. 
Proof. (1) X is a shorthand for (X, 9, m), that is, a space, a 
o-algebra of sets and a measure. If P is a partition of X we will denote 
(X, V”, Tip, m) by pX. 
(2) Pick n such that K/n < &E and K’jn < &E’. 
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(3) Using Rochlin’s theorem we can find a set ,F in ,X such that Ti,F 
are disjoint for -n < i < n and m(lJrn Ti,F) > (1 - E”) r&X). (E” is 
any number >0 such that E” < &3, E” < &y, 6” < &E, E” < he’.) 
Let ,G be the gadget formed by taking Ti,F, -n < i < n, using T to 
map Ti$ onto Ti+lQF, - n < i < n, and partitioning Ti,F by P v Q. 
Let F be the same set as ,F but with the u-algebra induced by X. Let G 
be the gadget formed by TiF, -n < i < n, using T to map TiF onto 
Ti+lF and partitioning each T”F by P v Q. Let G’ be the gadget formed 
by partitioning each TiF by (P v Q) v P. 
(4) G and ,G are isomorphic. We can therefore pick partitions Pi of 
Ti,F such that if we let oG’ be the gadget formed by the Ti,F and T 
and partitions (P v Q) v Pi of Ti,F, then ,G’ is isomorphic to G’. 
(5) Let p be the partition of ,X that partitions (J”_, Ti,F into the sets 
p = u’=” pj . 
way tha;F(p) “2 i(p): y$J 
k. Define P on oX - Uz, T”$’ in such a 
e can do this because the partition of lJyn Ti,F 
induced by P has the same distribution as the partition of UT, TiF 
induced by P. If we were to define P on ,X - 014, Ti,F to have the 
saLme distribution as P, then Ii’(P) would equal E(p). Now the function 
&=i yi log yi , given yi > 0, Ci=i yi = 1 does not have a local minimum.) 
(6) We will now check (a)-(f). 
(a) holds because p is a partition of ox. 
(b) holds because G’ and oG’ are isomorphic and E” < &$I, 
(c) has already been checked. 
(e) will b e c ec e as o h k d f 11 ows: (Recall the notation: If R is a partition 
of X and F is a subset of X, then R n F will denote the partition of F 
induced by R.) Now hypothesis (2) implies that there is a partition 
L = (Ll,..., ~9) whose sets are unions of atoms in (J”, TiP such that 
1 L - Q / < E. Because of our choice of E” and n we get 
Let Z = {El,..., zj) be the partition such that Ei is in Vz, TiP and Ei 
corresponds (under AJ’) to Li, i = I,..., j. Because G’ and ,G’ are 
isomorphic, we have that 
This (because of our choice of n and E”) gives (e). 
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(d) is proved in the same way as (e). 
(f) follows immediately from hypothesis 4, the fact that ,G and ,G’ 
are isomorphic and the fact that E” < ~~.r. 
LEMMA 7. Let T be a transformation on X and P and Q ordered 
partitions of X such that TiP are independent and VT= TiP is the full 
u-algebra of X (i.e., T is a Bernoulli shift) and TiQ are independent and 
E(P) = E(Q). Then, g iven E > 0 and E’ > 0, we can jbd a partition Q’ 
of X such that (1) dist Q’ = dist Q; (2) TiQ’ are independent; 
(3) /Q - Q’ / < E; (4) V:= TiQ’ Y P. 
Proof. We will start the proof with a sub-lemma. 
SUB-LEMMA. There is an ordered partition PI of X such that 
(a) PI C V_“, T’Q; (b) TiPI are independent; (c) dist PI = dist P. 
DeJine Q1 as follows: there is a canonical correspondence, A’, (see dejinitions) 
between sets in V_“, TiP and sets in Vzw TiPI . Let Q1 be the partition 
corresponding to Q; (d) ) Qr - Q / < &E. 
Proof of the sub-lemma. Let ,X denote X with the u-algebra V_“, TiQ 
and measure m. (Note that T acts on ox. We will sometimes denote it 
by To .> 
Pick K so that (1) f, TiP Y/lo, Q. Pick 0 < f < l /30K, 5 < &E. 
Pick 6 as follows: Lemma 5 says that if P is a partition of oX such that 
1 dist p - dist P 1 < 6 and 0 < E(T,) - E(p, To) < 6, then there is a 
partition PI of oX such that dist P, = dist P, ToiPI are independent 
1 P - P, ) < 5. N ow p k ic E” so that if R is a partition of ,X such that 
) R - Q j < 2~“, then E(R, To) > E(T,) - 6. Pick K” such that 
(2) VT;,, TiP Y’ Q. 
Because of (1) and (2) we can apply Lemma 6 [(3) and (4) are vacuous 
if y = m(X)]. Ch oose ,5 < 6. We get p such that (a’) PC V_“, TiQ; 
(b’) j dist P - dist P / </I; 
(e’) Vf, T’P 3(2/10)S Q 
(c’) E(p) < E(P); (d’) VF:,, Tip F” Q; 
and each element in Q is approximated by 
corresponding sets in V”_, Tip and f, Tip. 
(a’), (b’h (4, Cd’), and our choice of l n and /3 allows us to apply 
Lemma 5 to To acting on ,X to obtain a partition PI of ,X such that 
dist PI = dist P, ToiPI are independent, j PI - P 1 < 5. Because 
1 P, - p 1 < 5 < l /30K (e’) holds if we substitute PI for p and &E 
for &E. (Call the latter statement (e”)). 
Let Q = {Ql,..., Q”} and Qr = {Qrl,..., Qlk} where Qc corresponds to 
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Q (under A’, the correspondence between VTm TiP and VTm TiPI). 
(e”) says that there are partitions L = {Ll,..., Lk} and L, = {Lll,..., Llk} 
such that for 1 < i < k, Li C Vfi, Tip, Lri C V”_, TiPI , Li corresponds 
to Lli (under J, the correspondence between VEK TjP and VEK TiPI) 
and ; L, - Q 1 < &E and 1 L - Q 1 < +. The last inequality and 
the fact that the canonical correspondence, A%‘, between V”, TiP and 
V”, TiPI is measure preserving give us 1 L, - Q1 1 < &E. Since 
I L, - Q / < &E, we have (d). 
Proof of Lemma 1 from the sub-lemma. Choose K so that 
(1) V:, TQiQ 3’1/10’c’ P, . Pick 0 < 5 < ~‘/30K, 5 < +. Pick 6 
as follows: Lemma 5 says that if Q is a partition of p,X and if 
) dist & - dist Q ) < 6 
a partition Q’ of 
and 0 < I?( Tpl) - E(&, Tp,) < 6, then there is 
p,X such that dist Q’ = dist Q, T,IQ’ are independent 
and I Q’ - $1 < .$. N ow p’ k 
that j R - PI 1 < 2~“) 
IC E’ so that if R is a partition of plX such 
(2) V”;,, T’Q Y’ P, . 
then E(R, TpJ > E(Tpl) - 8. Pick K” so that 
Now apply Lemma 6 to T, acting on ,X when Qr , P, , Q correspond 
to P, Q, P. (P, C VT, T’Q and Qr C Vzm TiPI . Our sub-lemma tells 
us that 1 Qr - Q 1 < &. (See also (1) and (2) above.) Choose /3 < 6. 
We therefore get a partition Q of X, such that (a’) Q C Vyz TiPI ; 
(b’) ( dist & - dist Q 1 < 6; (c’) E(Q) < E(Q); 
(e’) Vf, T’& 3(2/1(J)<’ PI ; 
(d’) VR&,, T’Q 3” PI ; 
(f’) 1 & - Qr 1 < +. 
(a’>, (0 (4, Cd’), and our choice of E” and 6 allow us to apply 
Lemma 5 to Tp, , XpI and Q to get a partition Q” of Xpl such that 
(g’) dist Q” = dist Q, (h’) TiQ” 
Because ) Q” - & j < E < 
are independent, and 1 Q2” - & 1 <: [. 
~‘/30K and (e’) we get (i’) V”, TiQ” 3~’ PI . 
Because of (f’) we get (j’) 1 Q” - Q, 1 < E (since E < &c). Let Q’ be 
the set corresponding to 0” under A (where A! is the correspondence 
between V”, TiP and VT, T’P, defined in the statement of the sub- 
lemma). Q2’ satisfies Lemma 7 because of (g’), (h’), (i’), and (j’). 
THEOREM. Two Bernoulli shifts with the same entropy are isomorphic. 
Proof. We must show the following: Let T be a transformation 
on X. Let P be a partition of X such that TiP are independent and 
Cm TiP is the full o-algebra of X. Let Q be an abstract partition such 
that E(Q) = E(P). Th en we can find a partition Q of X such that 
dist Q = dist Q, Tig are independent, and V_“, TiQ 1 P. 
We can use Sinai’s theorem (see the remark after Lemma 5) to find 
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a partition Q1 of X such that dist Q1 = dist Q and TiQZ, are independent. 
Lemma 7 says that we can find Qz (dist Q2 = dist Q, PQ are independent) 
such that Vrm TiQ, 12-’ P. Choose Kz such that V2Kz TiQ, 32-2+2-3P. 
Apply Lemma 7 again to get Q3 such that 1 Q2 - Q3 1 < e2, VT, TiQ,Yb3P, 
where ~~ is < 8 and so small that Vf& TiQZ, 32-2+2-3+2-4 P. Choose K, 
SO that Vf& TiQ, 32-3+2-4 P. Suppose we have Q, and K, ,,.., K, such 
that V!$.. TiQ, 32-‘+...+2-n-* P. Apply Lemma 7 to get Qnfl such that 
/($;k;lJQ:da~ ctKand Vy, TiQn+, 32-n-l P. E, is chosen < 2-” and 
-;c, TiQ,,, 32-‘+...+2mn-2 P. Choose K,,, so that 
V 2<+, TiQ,,, 32-n+*+2-n+zp0 
The Qi converge to g and V2ij TiQ 32-‘+l P. 
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